27th London Group Meeting on Environmental Accounting
What’s the most valuable thing that you learned during this session?

- The experiences of other countries - this will help us in building our own accounts.
- Accountants should not be judged with judging sustainability in extraction of ecosystem services.
- It would be good to hear the presentations.
- Timely update on what different countries are doing.
- Ecosystem value
- That discussions on the conceptual framework
What’s the most valuable thing that you learned during this session?

- Ecosystem type definitions must take into account management and intended use for the ecosystem in order to make condition assessment possible.
- National examples
- Rethinking about the interlinkage between capacity, extent and condition
- The need for scientific experts to define ecosystem typology according to condition criteria
- There is a lot of interesting work going on.
What’s the most valuable thing that you learned during this session?

- We must further discuss and develop ecosystem capacity
- Criteria to judge sustainability to be set by scientists not statisticians
- Capacity a difficult issue and needs some more work
- ‘Produced’ water needs more clarification and ecosystem accounts are
- Interesting discussion about where capacity is dealt with in the biophysical accounts vs in the monetary accounts
- Conceptual level: further
What’s the most valuable thing that you learned during this session?

- Various cases of applying ecosystem accounting
- The close (and problematic) link between condition, capacity, conversion and scale.
- The experiences of other countries (Germany, South Africa, etc.)
- To add a more detailed temporal scale for each account. Especially when a condition variable is affected, the
- The way of define the approaches to analyze
- That every accounts is very complex